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This study was undertaken for the purpose of determin-
ing the number of people mentioned in eight selected junior
high school American history textbooks; the extent to which
the authors cited personal characteristics, qualities of
mind or spirit, description of physical traits, direct quota-
tions, and comments by contemporaries, to contribute to an
effective portrayal of these individuals as vital personali-
ties. The data have been organized to answer these specific
questions
:
1. Who are the people mentioned by name?
2. Which individuals are represented with definite
personality traits, and mental and spiritual qualities?
3. Which individuals are described as to physical
appearance?
4. Which individuals are pictured in the text?
5. <Vho are the people directly quoted in the text?
6. How often and about whom do the authors quote
opinions or comments of contemporaries?
The story of any nation' s development is the saga
her people have written. Countless unknown and unremembered
cr
persons have given strength ana colorful direction to the
course it follows. The chief characters in the story of
American Democracy, those who are known and. remembered as
leaders, are people well worth knowing. How effectively are
these individuals developed as human beings in a group of
junior high school American history textbooks? How well
would the children reading these books know these people if
a single history textbook were their only source of informa-
tion?
Democracy is not a fixed and changeless force. It is
mobile, alive, self-determining and self-controlling by its
very nature. It is an awareness of the importance of each
individual before it can become the realization of the ideals
of political, economic and social equality. In order to
appreciate the significance of democracy, its responsibil-
ities and potentialities must be understood. A knowledge of
American history will contribute substantially to this under-
standing. United States history apoeals to the imagination;
its inspiration is derived chiefly from the character of the
people who have played an important role in the nation'
s
development. America may well be proud of her past. Her
future citizens need to "know" the people of American history
if they, in turn, are to perpetuate end develop further the
democratic ideals. Many children receive their ideas and
r(
conceptions of American heroes and statesmen from a single
textbook. For this reason a critical evaluation of a group
of texts, which are widely used is justified,
:rhe present study is one of several undertaken in the
analyses of the same selected junior high school American
-history textbooks.
The letter preceding the name of each book represents
that text throughout the study,
A. Moon, Glenn
Story of Our Land and People
New York: Henry Holt & Co. 1942
Revised Edition
B. Freeland, George E., and Adams, James Truslow
America* s Progress in Civilization
New York: Chas. Scribner & Sons 1942
C. kcGuire, Edna, and Portwood, Thomas B.
The Rise of Our Free Nation
New York: Macmillan Co. 1943
Revised Edition
D. Faulkner, Harold U., and Kepner, Tyler and Pitkin,
Victor E«
U. S. A.
New York: Harper & Bros. 1945
E. Tryon, Rolla M., Lingley, Charles R., and Morehouse,
Frances
The American Nation Yesterday and Today
Boston: Ginn & Co, 1946
Revised Edition
-F. Casner, Mabel 3., and Gabriel, Ralph H.
The Story of American Democracy
New York: Harcourt Brace 8c Co. 1946
G.
r(
H. Southworth, Gertrude VanDuyn, ana Southworth, John
VanDuyn
American History 1492 to the Present Day
Syracuse: Iroquois Publishing Go. 1946
r
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP ~'HE LITERATURE
"History is the record of human decision as well as
the record of human experience. lien hcve always had to
choose and choose at their peril between alternative lines
of action. History is made by men and not by blind forces
beyond human control."—^ The essence of the foregoing quota-
tion establishes a sound brsis for emphasis in the teaching
and writing of history. The human factor in history has a
strong appeal for the student of my age or class. "What
history does is to point out th?t the world can exist only
2/by having all sorts of people in it. :l—
f
In order to determine the extent to which junior high
history books emphasized the people of United States History,
the writer surveyed the amount of research material available
of people mentioned in junior high school American history
textbooks. Three theses dealing with people mentioned in
history books were found. One dealt with modern European
1. Committee on American History in Schools and
Colleges. American History in Schools and Colleges . New
York, racmiTTan, 1944. Pages 21 and 22
2. Ibid. Page 19
rr
history textbooks, the second with people mentioned in fifth
grade American history books and the third with an analysis
of people mentioned in five junior high history books.
In the study by A. Yagjian,^/ five junior high
history textbooks were analyzed to determine the number of
people mentioned in erch book, the
-total number in five books,
the frequency of mention, the number of persons common to the
j
five books, the classes of persons mentioned, the classes
receiving the most attention, and the amount of space in
lines devoted to each person.
4/
A study by M . M« Edwp.rds-' analyzed the number of
people mentioned in five fifth grade American history books.
A service paper by J. P. Deni analyzed five modern
European history textbooks for people mentioned.
Each stud;/ indicated the wide variations in individual
||
history books regarding people mentioned.
3. R. A. Yagjian, "An Analysis of People in Junior
High School American History Textbooks." (Unpublished
Master's Thesis Boston University, Boston, 1948)
4. M. M. Edwards, "An Analysis of People Mentioned in
Fifth Grade American History Textbooks." (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1947)
5. J. P. Denio, "persons Mentioned in Five Modern
European History Textbooks." (Unpublished Master's Service
Paper, Boston University, Boston, 1948)
fr
A criticism of historians is voiced by an outstanding
historian, James Truslow Adams, when he states: "History has
concerned itself greatly with forms of government and the
record of politicians and parties. These have their place




The character of a nation is best known and understood
by an examination of those people .-ho are considered heroes,
who have attained a significant measure of importance in the
minds and hearts of their fellow countrymen. The strength
of a nation, the most vital of ell its natural resources,
resides in its people.
,
"The study of American history can help to produce
loyal, intelligent, cooperative, .ell rounded citizens only
if our society honors citizens who possess these qualities."^/
The various people presented in eight widely used
•textbooks will give an idea of the nature of the people who
are considered worthy of mention. The manner in which atten-
tion is drawn to desirable and personal characteristics will
afford some insight into the character of the nation itself.
6. Adams, James Truslow. The Epic of .-.merle a .
Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1933. Page 47
7. Committee on American History in Schools and
Colleges. American Hi story in Schools ana Colleges . New
York, Macmi11an, 1944. Page 24
rr
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE USED IN THE STUDY
1. Who are the people mentioned by name?
In Chapter I, esch one of the eight textbooks was
assigned an alphabetical symbol. Individuals listed by name,
by any of the textbooks are listed in Table I. The letters
representing the eight texts were placed at the top of each
page. Check marks indicate whether the person listed appears
in the texts. The total number of texts which mentioned an
individual were placed in the right hand margin. Names which
appeared in all eight texts are underlined.
For purposes of this study, the text was defined as
the main body of print, as distinguished from activities,
exercises and other material contained in the books.
Table IA, a summary of Table I contains the total
number of individuals mentioned by all of the texts, the
number mentioned by each text, and the number common to all
texts. The number of people mentioned by one, two, three,
four, five, six and seven texts pre presented in this tpble.
Table IB contains the classifies tion of the persons
found in ?11 of the textbooks.
Table IC contains an analysis of the nationalities
r
of the 118 persons who were mentioned by ail of the eight
textbooks,
2. Which individuals are represented with definite
personality traits, and mental and spiritual qualities?
An example from Text G will best illustrate what
is meant by description of personal characteristics.
">7e had those qualities of character which endeared
him to men of his time: courage, honesty, sincerity,
loyalty, willingness to fight for what he thought
was right."
The above quotation describes Andrew Jackson.
Five personal characteristics are mentioned here.
3. Y/hich individuals are described as to physical
appearance?
An example from page 369 in Text C regarding
Lincoln:
"The tall, awkward man ."
Two physical characteristics are noted here.
4. Which individuals are pictured in the text?
The number of drawings, paintings, photographs, or
other types of pictures intended to convey a representation
of a person are listed for each individual.
5. Vs/ho are the people directly quoted in the text?
Sayings or statements of individua>.ls enclosed by
quotation ma.rks are listed as quotations. On page 465 in 4
Text D, we find a quotation from Oliver H. Perry:
f
"We have met the enemy and. they are ours. Two ships,
two brigs, one schooner and one sloop."
6. How often and about whom do the authors quote opin-
ions or comments of contemporaries?
On page 191 in Text G, for example, Pisher Ames of
Boston describes George Washington at his inauguration:
"His aspect grave almost to sadness; his modesty,
actually trembling; his voice deep, a little trem-
ulous, and so low as to call for close attention."
Tables II-IX, a separate table for each text, indicate
the nurr.ber of personal and physical characteristics, pictures,
quotations, comments and opinions of his contemporaries for
each individual mentioned, mentioned by the text. A summary
of each table is placed immediately after the table.
Table X summarized the findings in Tables II-IX; it
contains the total number of persons developed under the five
categories. The average rank of the texts on five classifica-
tions is found in Table XA.
The Committee on American History in Schools and
Colleges—^ suggests thirty representative individuals who
should be emphasized in the junior high school American
history course. Tables XI-XVIII, a separate table for each
8. Committee on American History in Schools and
Colleges. American History in Schools and Colleges . New York
Macmlllan, 1944. Page 78.
rr
text show how each text develops these people under the five
classifications.
The numbers 1 through 5 are listed at the head of
Tables II-IX and Tables XI-XVIII.
#1 represents personal characteristics described.
#2 represents physical characteristics mentioned.
#5 represents the number of pictures.
#4 represents quotations.
#5 represents opinions or comments of contempora-
ries
Table XIX summarises the findings of Tables XI-XVIII.
Table XIXA indicates the average rank of the textbooks on the
development j of the thirty selected individuals, under the
five categories.
Conclusions ana findings are stated in Chapter V.
<c
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The extent to which the' selected textbooks vary In
regard to the people mentioned is illustrated by Table I.
Each individual' mentioned by any one of the texts is listed
in the left hand column. Check marks under the symbols
assigned for each text indicate that the text mentions the
listed individual. Total number of texts mentioning each
individual is recorded in the right hand column. Names which
are found in all eight junior high American history textbooks
are underlined.
TABLE I
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT. JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B C E G
Total
Texts
Edwin A. Abbey X 1
Rev. Abiel Abbott X 1
Gen. Abercrombie X 1
Abigail Adams X X X 3
Charles Adams X 1
John Adrms X X X X X X X X 8
John Adams X X X X X X X X 8
Srmuel .-'.dams X X X X X X X X 8
Jane Aadams X X X X V" 5






PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Total




Carl Akeley X 1
Martin de Alr.rcon X 1
Albemarle X 1
King Albert X 1
Capt. John Alcock X X 2
Louisa M. Alcott X 1
John Alden X 1
Gen. H-.rold
Alexander X 1
Alexander the Great X 1
King Alfonso X 1
Ethan Allen X X X X X X X X 8
J ?ines L. Allen X 1
Villiam Almy X 1
John P. Altgeld • X 1
Gen. Ambrister X 1
Eisher Ames X 1
0?kes Ames X 1
Oliver Ames X 1
Gen. Amherst X -A.
Ampere X 1
Gen. Ampudia X X o<Z
Roald Amundsen X X X 3'
Clinton P. Anderson X 1
Marion Anderson X 1
Maxwell Anderson' X ±
i..aj • J onn Anare V"J\. -y°_A-
Roy C. Andrews X 1
Edmund Andros X 1
^ueen Anne X X 2
Susan B. Anthony X X 2
Mary Antin X 1
Apperson X 1
1Lord Arbuthnot X




Philip D. Armour X
Henry Armstrong X
Benedict Arnold X X X X X X X X
Henry H. Arnold X 1
(
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B c
Textbooks
D E F G H
Total
Texts
Chester A. Arthur X X X X X X X X 8
Joseph C. Arthur X 1
Timothy S. Arthur X 1
Lord Ashburton X X 2
Ashley X 1
John J. Astor X X X X X X X X 8
F. vV. Atkinson X 1
{
Clement Attlee X X 2
Gen, Claude
Auchinleck X 1
James J. Audubon X X X 3
Moses Austin X X X X 4
Stephen F. Austin X X X X X X 6
Steohen Babcock X X X X X X X X 8
J. S. Bach X X 2
Sarah Bache X 1
Nathaniel Bacon X X X 3
Roger Bacon X 1
Pietro Badoglio X 1
Dr. Leo Baekland X 1
Frances Bailey X 1
Newton D. Baker X X 2
Vasco Balboa X X X X X X X X 8
Abraham Baldwin X 1
Matthew 3aldwin X 1
Lord Baltimore X 1
George Bancroft X X 2
Marquis de Barbe-
Marbois X 1
John Barbirolli X 1
Gutzon Borglum X 1
Joel Barlow X 1
Henry Barnard X X 2
Joshua Barney X 1
Wm. Barrows X 1
Capt. John Barry X X X X X X X X 8
Josiah Bartlett X 1
Clara Barton X X X X 4
Elizabeth Bartosski X 1
Bernard Ba.ruch X 1
rC
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
r?extbooks Total
Name of Person A
t
B C D E F G H Texts
Richard Bassett x 1
Baron de Bastrop x 1
Edward Bates x 1
Alexander Be-^rd x 1
Gen. P. 3 . T.
Beauregard x x x x x 5
William Beebee x x 2
Henry W. Beecher x 1
'."fill i am Becknell x 1
Gunning Bedford x 1
Ludwig van
Beethoven x 1
Alexander G. Bell xxxxxxxx 8
John Bell x x 2
Floyd Bennett x 1
John Bentley x 1
Rev. ffm. Bentley x 1
Thomas Benton x 1
Valentine Berezhkov x 1
In^rid Bergman x 1
Vitus Bering x 1
Lord Berkeley x x x x 4
Irving Berlin x 1
John Bernald x \
Sir Henry Bessemer x x x x x x 6
San Antoin de Bexar x 1
Biarni x 1
Nicholps Biddle x x 2
Bienville . x x 2
Stephen V. Binet x 1
Karl Bitter x 1
Hugo L<. Black x 1
Dr. Elizabeth
Blackwell x \
James G. Blaine x x x x 4
John Blair x *
Montgomery Blair x £
Louis Bleriot x x 2
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D E F G
' 1
Texts
Edmund Burke x x x x x 5
Frances H. Burnett x x 2
Gen. Burnside x x x x x 5
Aaron Burr x x x 3
Elihu Burritt x 1




William Byrd x 1
Richard S. Byrd x x x x x x S
James F. Byrnes x 1
George V., Csble x 1
John" Csfoot xxxxxxxx 8
Sebastian Cabot x x x 3
Pedro Gabral x x x x 4
Gabrillo XX 2
Antoine Cadillac x x x 3
Charles If,. Cadman x 1
Sir Alexander Cadogen x 1
Julius Ccesar x 1
John C . Calhoun xxxxxxxx 8
Daniel Callaghan x 1
Cecil Calvert x x x 3
George Calvert x x x x x 5
Leonrrd Calvert x 1
Alexander Campbell x 1
John Campbell x 1
Canning x 1
Edaie Cantor x 1
Pres. C r rdencs x ^
Sir Guy Carleton x 1
Gen. Carleton x 1
Andrew Carnegie xxxxxxxx 8
John Carpini x 1
Venustiano
Carranza x x x 3
Charles Carroll x x x x





George Carteret x 1

TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE KEITJIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
, Textbooks '. o t • 1
Name of Person ABCDEFGH Texts
Jacques Cartier X X X X X X X X 8
Edmund Cartwright X X X 2
G. .."ashington Carver X X X 3
John Carver X X X X 4
Jonathan Carver X ' 1
Dan Casement X 1
Gen, Jack Casement X 1
.Villa C ether X X X 3
Carrie C. Catt X X 2
Admiral Cervera X X X X 5
George 7. Chadwick X X 2
Neville' Chamberlain X X 2
Samuel de Champlain X X X X X X X jr 8
Chaiming X X 2
Charlie Chaplin X 1




A X X 4
Salmon ?• Chase X X X X 4
Samuel Chase X 1
Stuart Chase X 1
Claire L. Chennault X 1
Jonas Chickering X 1
August e Chouteau X 1
Pierre Chouteau X 1
Christ X X 2
George M. Christian X 1
^ueen Christina X 1
.'inston Churchill X X X X X X X X 8
Edmund (Sari Of
Clarendon) X X X 3
Abraham Clark X 1
8George Rogers Clark X X X X X X X X


















Samuel Clemens X X X X jr X X 78Grover Cleveland X X X X X X •v





PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HIS1'ORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B C D S F G H Texts
De Witt Clinton X X X XX X 6




George Clymer X 1
wm. Coddington X 1
17m. F. Coay X X X 3
C. C. Coffin X 1
Sir John Colleton X 1
Christopher Columbus X X X X X X X X 8
Ferdinand Columbus X 1
Capt. James Cook X X X 3
C?lvin Coolidge X X X X X X X X 8
Anthony Cooper X 1
James F. Cooper X X XXX X 6
Peter Cooper X X XXX 5
1 John S. Copeley X 1
•
Francisco Coronado X X X X X X X X 8
Ezra Cornell X X 2
Gen. Charles
Cornwallis X X X X X X X X 8
Hernando Cortes X X X X X X X X 8
Gen. Jose 18 . Cos X 1
John Cotton X 1
James M. Cox X 1
Capt. Coynham X 1
Win, Lord Craven X 1
'.7m. H. Crawford X 1
Sir Stsfiord Cripps X 1
Sir John Crittenden X X
Charles Crocker v*-A. 1
iJavy Crockett X X X O
Samuel Crompton X X 2
Oliver Cromwell X X 2
Cugnot X 1
Sec, Cummings X 1
Nathaniel Currier X
\Glenn Curtiss X
Sen. Curtis X X
%Charlotte Cushman X X
Gen. George Custer X X X 3
Rev. Manas seh Cutler X 1
co
TABLE I (Continued)












Vasco DaGama -X. it °




Sir Thomas Dale "VJL .a. 2
Leopold Damrosch mmA. -A. .A. . o
//alter Damrosch .A. TX
Dana y jJL
Admiral Darlan -y-A.
Hcrry M« Daugherty A JL
John Davenport X 1X
D. Hi Davis X 1X
Jefferson Dcvis "V "V "VA .A. -A. .A. A. V"yL Bo
John Davis *V* "V *v V" JL Kvj
Phineas Davis X IX
Char1 e s G> Dawe s y TX
If11Ham Dawes X v -vX A. A
Jonathan Dayton X ]_
Eugene V. Debs V-A. -y 2
' Stephen Decatur A. 1
John Deere X 1X
Le3 DeForest "V" .A. 2
Daniel Defoe -y 1
Gen. Charles
DeGaulle A x 2
Admiral DeG-rasse X X X x 4
Johann DeKalb X X TEyv -y 4
Reginald DeKov'en X X 2
Lord Dels.".- are X 1
Gen. DeLa ,arr X 1
Sebastian Del Cano X 1
Ponce DeLeon XXX X X X X X 8
Gov. Denver X 1
Sec. Dern X 1
Pr. De Smet X X 2
Hernando De Soto XXX X X X X X 8
Van De ''anter X 1-
Admiral G-eorge





PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B C D E F G H Texts
Thomas E. Dewey X X 2
Bartholomew Diaz X X X 3
Portfirio Diaz X X X X X X 6
Charles Dickens X 1
John Dickey X 1
John Dickinson X X X X 4
Gov, Dinwiddle X X X X 4
Walt Disney X X 2
Dorothea Dix X X X X X X 6
Gen. G. If. Dodge X 1
Mary M. Dodge X 1
Karl Doenitz X 1




> Doniphan X 1
Amos Doolittle X X 2
James H. Doolittle X X X 3
Marion Dorset X 1
Justice Douglas X X 2
Stephen A. Douglas X X X X X X X X 8
Neal Dow X X 2
E. L. Drake X X X X 4
Sir Francis Drake X X X X X X X X 8
Theodore Dreiser X 1
John Drew X X 2
Paul Du Chaillu X 1
Lord Dunmore X X 2
J . C . Dunn X X 2
Dupont X X 2
Duryea Brothers X X X 3
Timothy Dwight X X 2
Thos. Eakins X X 2
Amelia Earheart X 1
Alice Earle X 1
Parker Earle X 1
Gen. Early X 1
George Eastman X x 2
Capt. Hugo Sckener X 1
Anthony Eden X 1
(
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Total
Name of Person ABCDEPG-H Texts




Edward Eggleston x x x
Carl B. Eilson x
Albert Einstein x x
G-en. Dwight
-isenhower x x x x x
Charles V/. Eliot x
John Eliot x x
,-,ueen Elizabeth x x x x x
William Ellery x
Annie G. Ellsworth x
Oliver Ellsworth x
Ralph V/. Emerson x x x x
John Sndicott x
Eratosthenes x
Eric the Red x
John Eric son x x x
Lief Srickson x x x x x x x
Mr. Erskine
Oliver Evens x x x
Admiral R. D. Evans x
Edward Everett x
Douglas Fairbanks x x
Richard Fairbanks x x
Lord Fairfax x x x
Albert B. Fall x




David Farragut x x x x x x x
Farris x
Archduke Ferdinand x x












































PEOPLE MENTIONED IK EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B
Textbooks
C D E P G H
Total
Texts
Cyrus W. Field X X X X X 5
Eugene Field X X 2
James Field X 1
Millard Fillmore X X X X X X X X 8
John Findley X 1
Dr. Carlos Finlay X 1
Mrs. M. M. Fiske X 1
John Fitch X X X X X 5
Thos. Fitzgibbons X • 1
Admiral Fitzroy X 1
Juan Florin X 1
vVilliam Floyd X 1
Gen. Francis Foch X X 2
Marshal Ferdinand
Foch X X X X X X 6
A. H. Foote X X X 3
Sen. Foote X 1
General Forbes X 1
Henry Ford X X X X X X X 8
Edwin Forrest X X 2
Stephen Foster X X 2
King Francis I (Fr.) X 1
Francisco Franco X 1
Justice Frankfurter X 1
Benjamin Franklin X X X X X X X X 8
James Franklin X 1
Simon Fraser X 1
Frederick the Great X 1
John C. Fremont X X X X X X X 7
David C. French X 1
Martin Frobisher X X X 3
Henry C . Frock X 1
Count de Frontenac X X X 3
Robert Frost X X 2
Juan de Fuca X 1
Robert Fulton X X X X X X X X 8
James Gadsen X X X 3
Gen. Thomas Gage X X X X X X X X 8
Leonard Gale X 1
Albert Gallatin X 1
*
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person B
Textbooks





X X X X X X X 8
X X X 3
X 1
X X X X X X X 8
X X X X X X X 8
X X 2
X 1
X X X 4
X 1
X X X O
X X X X X X X 8
X X 2
X X 2
















X X X X X 6
X 1
X X X X X 5
















Citizen Edmund Genet .
King George I (Eng.)
King George II (Eng.)
King George III
CEngT)


































PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B
Textbooks
C D E F G H
Tot
Tex-
Dr. HITnu Gorgas X X X X X X X 7
Sir Perdinando
Gorges X 1
Samuel Gorton X 1
John Gough X X 2
U. 3. Grant X X X X X X X X 8
Asa Gray X 1
Capt. Robert Gray X X X X X X 6
Greathouse X 1
Horace Greeley X X X X 4
Capt. John Green X 1
Gen. Nathaniel •
Greene X X X X X X X X 8
Mrs. Nathaniel
Greene X 1
William Green X 1
George Greenville X X 2
David ./. Griffith X 1
A. A. Gromyko X 1
Felix Grundy X 1
Johannes Gutenberg X X X 3
Bolton Gwinnett X 1
Nathan Hale X X X X X X X X 8
Sarah J. Hsle X 1
Lyman Hall X 1
Halleck X 1
Charles M. Hall X 1
Wm. F. Halsey X X X 3
Alexander Hamilton X X X X X X X X 8
Col. Henry Hamilton X X X X 4
Sir John Hamilton X 1
Sir 77m. Hamilton X X 2
John Hancock X X X X X X X X 8
Daniel Hand X 1
Handel X 1
Charles Harding X 1
barren G. Harding X X X X X X X X 8
James Hargreaves X X X X X 5
E. H. Harriman X X X 3
Joel C. Harris X X X X X 5
i4
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAS HISTORY TEXTS
extbooks Tota
Name of Person A B G D E F G H Text
Gen. Harrison X 1
Justice Harlan X 1
General Harmon X 1
Benjamin Harrison X X X X X 5
HTm« H. Harrison X X X X X X X X 8
John Hart X 1
3ret Karte X X X 3
Rev. John Harvard X 1
John Hawkins X 1
Nathaniel Hawthorne X X X 3
John Hay X X X X X X 6
Helen Hayes X 1
Roland Hayes X 1
Rutherford B» Hayes X X X X X X X X 8
Robert Hayne X X X X X X X 7
Elwood Hayne
s
X X X X 4
John C. Hays X 1
Albert J.
Hegenberger X 1
Richard Henderson X X 2




( Portugal) X X X X X X 6
King Henry IV (Fr.) X 1
Joseph Henry X 1
King Henry VIII
>z
(Eng*) X X X O
8Patrick Henry X X X X X X X X
Victor Herbert X 1
Gen, Nicholas
Herkimer X X X 3
Lewis B. Hershey X 1
Joseph Hewes X 1
Thomas Heywood X 1
Hicata X 1
Miguel Hidalgo X X 2
James J. Hill X X X X X X 6
Sidney Hillman X X 2
r:
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B C D E p G H Texts
Heinrich Eimmeler X 1
Emperor Hirohito X X 2
Adolf Hitler X X X X X X X X 8
Richard M. Hoe X 1
Oliver .V. Holmes X X X X 4
//inslow Homer X X X 3
Gen. Homma X 1
Gen. John B. Hood X X X 3
Thomas Hood X 1
Gen. Joseph Hooker X X X 3
Thomas Hooker X X X X X X 6
Mrs. Thomas Hooker X 1
William Hooper X 1
Stephen Hopkins X 1
Francis Hopkinton X 1
Herbert Hoover X X X X X X X X 8
Capt. Hopkins X 1
Esek Hopkins X 1
Mark Hopkins X 1
Emerson Hough X X 2
Gills Houseth X 1
Sam Houston X X X X X X X X 8
Lord Howard X 1
Elias Howe X X X X X X X 7
General Howe X X X X X X 6
Julia W. Howe X 1
Lord Richard Howe X 1
Samuel G. Howe X X 1
Sir im. Howe X X X 3
William D. Howell
s
X X X 3
Mabel Hubbard X 1
Gardiner G. Hubbard X 1
Henry Hudson X X X X X X X X 8
Manley Hudson X 1
Gen. Victoriana
Huerta X X X 3
Charles E. Hughes X X X X X 5
Howard Hughes X X X 3
Cordell Hull X X X X X X 6
Capt, Isaac Hull X 1
Gen. Y/m. Hull X X 2
c
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIO.'t HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B
Textbooks
C D E P G H
Total
Texts
Capt. Hull X X 2
Richard 64. Hunt X 1
Collis P.
Huntington X 1
Samuel Huntington X 1
Obed Kussey X 1
Hutchinson X 1
ann Hutchinson X X X X 4
Iberville X 1
Harold Ickes X X 2
Jared Ingersoll X 1
George Innes X X X 3
Washington Irving X X X X X X 6
John D. Isaac X 1
•^ueen Isabella X X X X X X X X 8
August in Iturbide X 1
James I... Ives X 1
Andrew Jackson X X X X X X X X 8
Helen H. Jackson X 1
Justice Jackson X 1
Robt. H. Jackson X 1
Dr. Sheldon Jackson X X 2
Stonewall Jackson X X X X X X X X 8
King James II (Eng.) X X X X X 5
Sergeant Jasper X 1
John Jay X X X X X X X X 8
Joseph Jefferson X 1
Wm. Ma Jeffers X 1
Thomas Jefferson X X X X X X X X 8
Primus Jenks X 1
Edward Jenner X 1
Carl E. Jensen X 1
Dr. Frank B. Jewett X 1
Mohammed Ali Jinnah X 1
Dr. Alfred Jodl X 1
Gen. Joffre X 1
King John (Eng.) X 1
King John (Portgual) X 1
Albert S. Johnston X X X 3
Andre v/ Johnson X X X X X X X X 8
r
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Tnt ? 1
Mame of Person A C D E F ayd Hxl Text =?
Hiram Johnson X 1
Gen. Hugh Johnson X 1
Gen. Joseph E«
Johnson X 1
Rachel Johnson X 1
Sen. Johnson X X 2
;;m. S. Johnson X X 2
Gen. Joseph £•
Johnston X X X X X 5
Louis Joliet X X X X X X X X 8
Al Jolson X 1
John P. Jones X X X X X X X X 8
Dr. D. S. Jordan X 1
Benito Juarez X X 2
Augustin Justo X X 2
Chian * Kai-shek X X X X X 5
Madame Chiang
Ka i — shek X 1
Thorfinn Karlsefni X 1
John Kavw villi * ^"
•/
X X 2
Col. Philin KearneY x x X X X 5
Saxhii el M * Ksif X 1
Helen KellerJ.1V Vil X X. NX —L. _1» NX -fc- X 1
William Kelley X X X X 4
Frank B. Kellogg X X X X X X X 7
Colin Kelly X 1
Oliver H. Kelly X X X X 4
Lord Kelvin X 1
Fanny Kemble X 1
William Ketchum X 1
Francis S. Key X X X X X X 6
Ernest J. King X 1
MacKenzie King X 1
Rufus King X 1
Admiral T. Kinkaid X 1
Kino X 1
Rudyard Kipling X X 2
John R. Kissinger X 1
Dr. August Knapp X 1
Madame Knight X 1
r
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
1Pextbooks Total
Name of Person A B c D E F G H Texts
Coi. Knov/ltpn X 1
Henry Knox X X X X X 5
Sec. P. C. Knox X 1
vVm . F . Knox X 1
.Vm. S. Knudsen X 1
Robert Koch X 1
Gen. Koiso X 1
Thaddeus Kosciusko X X X X 4
Serge Koussevitsky X X 2
John A. Krug X 1
Madame H. H. Kung X 1
Saburo Kurusu X 1
Pierre Laclede X 1
Wm. Ladd X 1
John La Parge X X X 3
Marquis de
Lafayette X X X XXX X X 8
Jean Lafitte X 1
Francis La Flesche X 1
Robert M. La
Follette X X X 3
Fiorello La Guardia X X 2
James M. Landis X 1
Alfred Landon X X X X X 5
Franklin L. Lane X X 2
Sidney Lanier X X 2
John Langdon X 1
Hans Lange X 1
Samuel P. Langley X X 2
Lansing X 1
Robert La Salle X X X XXX X X 8
J. H. Latrobe X 1
Laudouniere X 1
Laut X 1
Lieut. Lavack X 1
Pierre Laval X 1
Capt. Lav;rence X 1
Dr. Jesse Lazear X X X 3
Gen. Charles Lee X X XXX X X 7




PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B
Textbooks
C D E F G H
Total
Texts
Gen. Harry Lee X X X 3
Jason Lee X X 2
Richard H. Lee X X X X X X 6
Robert E. Lee X X X X X X X X 8
Admiral Wm. Lee X 1
Anthony Leeuwenhoek X X 2
Herbert H. Lehman X X 2
Jacob Leisler X 1
Major L 1 Enfant X 1
Nikolai Lenin X 1
William Lescaze X 1
Ferdinand de
Lesseps X 1
Francis Lewis X 1
John L. Lewis X X X X 4
Merriwether Lewis X X X X X X X X 8
Sinclair Lev/is X X X 3
Leyden X 1
Trygve Lie X 1
Otto Lilienthal X X 2
;u.een Liliuokalani X X X 3
Abraham Lincoln X X X X X X X X 8
Mrs. Abrsham
Lincoln X X 2
Robert Lincoln X 1
Thomas Lincoln X X 2
General Lincoln X 1
Governor Lincoln X 1
Jenny Lind X 1
Charles Lindberg X X X X X 5
Msnuel Lisa X 1
Maxim Litvinov X 1
Chancellor
Livingston X 1
Philip Livingston X X X 3
Robert Livingston X X X X X X X X 8
villi am Livingston X 1
John Locke X 1




PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B c D E F H Texl
Jack Lonaon X 1
Dr. C. W. Long X 1
Huey Long X 1
Henry .7. Longfellow X X X X X X X X 8
Antonio Lopez X X 2
Padre Louez X 1
King Louis XIV (Pr.) X X X X 4
King Louis XVI (Fr.) X X X X 4
Joe Louis X 1
Toussaint
L'Ouverture X 1
A. L. Love joy X 1
E. P. Love joy X 1
Juliette Low X 1
A. Lav/rence Lowell X 1
Francis C. Lowell X X X X X 5
James R. Lo.vell X X X X X 5
Peter Loxley X 1
Thomas Lynch X 1
Mary Lyon X X X X X 5
Ben Lundy X X 2
Paul Lukas X 1
Commodore
Macdonough X X X X 4
Fred, W. MacMonnies X 1
Francisco Madera X X X 3
James Madison X X X X X X X X 8
Mrs. James Madison X 1
Ferdinand Magellan X X X X X X X X 8
Lieut. Lester J.
Maitland X 1
Horace Mann X X X X X X X 7
Thomas Mann X 1
.Villiam Manning X 1
//m. Marconi X X X X X X X X 8
Sen. Marcy X 1
Gen. Francis Marion X X X X X X X X 8
Fr. Jacques
8""liiarquette X X X X X X X X
Gen. Geo. C.
Marshall X X 2
I
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B
Textbooks
C D E p G H
Tot
Tex
James Marshall X X 2
John Marshall X X X X X X X X 8
Bradley Martin X 1
Jose Martinez X 1
Karl Marx X 1
^ueen Mary (Eng.) X 1
George Mason X 1
Lowell Mason X 1
Capt. Mason X X X 3
Massasoit X 1
Cotton Mather X 1
Stephen Mather X 1
Matteotti X 1
Cornelius J. May X X 2
Harry May X 1
Archduke Maximilian X X X X X 5
7/m. G. McAdoo X X 2
Douglas MeArthur X X X X X X 6
James McAllister X 1
Gen. Geo. B.
McClellan X X X X X X 6
E. V. McCollum X 1
Cyrus McCormick X X X X X X X 7
Ramsay MacDonald X 1
Edward McDowell X X 2
Gen. Irwin McDowell X X X X X X 6
James McHenry X 1
Samuel Mclntire X 1
Donald McKay X X 2
Alexander McKenzie X X X 3
Thomas McKeon X 1
William McKinley X X X X X X X X 8
Dr . John
McLaughlin X X 2
Donald McMillan X 1
Charles L. McNary X 1
James A. McNeil X X 2
Rear Ad. C. H.
McMorris X 1
Paul V. McNutt X 1
r
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person B
Textbooks
C D E F G H
Total
Texts































































































































PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HUH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Totsl
Name of Person A B C D E F G H Texts
Dwight Morrow
..
X X X 3
Samuel F. B. Morse X X X X X X X 7
James Morton X 1
Dr. W. T. G. Morton X 1
Motley X 1
Elizabeth Mott X 1
Lucretia Mott X 1
James Murdock X 1
John Muir X 1
Judge Murphy X 1
Philip Murray X 1
Benito Mussolini X X X X X X X X 8
James Nai smith X X 2
Napoleon (Bonaparte) X X X X X X X X 8
Ncpoleon III X X X X 4
Thomas Nast X X 2
Navarez X X 2
Neale X 1
Jawaharlal Nehru X X
John G. Neihardt X 1
Thomas Nelson X 1
Richard Neuberger X 1
Richard Neutra X 1
Sthelbert Nevin X 1
Charles Newbold X X Oej
P. H. Newell X J.
Christopher Newport X X oc.
Richard Nicholls Y 1
Mereuitn. i\icnoj.son "VJv 1
Florence Nightingale X 1
Admiral Chester
Nimitz X X X X 4
Nobile X 1
Admiral Nomura X 1
George Norris X X X 3
Lord North X 1
Sen. Nye X 1
Alvara Obregon X 1
Wm. F. Ogburn X 1




PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B C D E F G H Texts
Ranson E. Olds X X 2
Adra. Jesse Olendorf X
James Oliver X
Juan de Onate X 1
Francisco de
Orellana X 1
Vittorio Orlando X X X X X cD
Ortiz X 1
Tho s • Id . Osborne ±
oamuex usgooo JV. X o
Pres. Osmena X JL
James Otis X X X X A
Jesse Owens X J.
Jilliam Psca X 1JL
Sir Edward
Packenham X X X
•7
o
Thomas N. Page X X X X A
John K. Paine X TX
Robert T. Paine X
Thomas Paine X X X X X X
IPalfrey X J.
Estrada de Palma X TJ-
Alton B. Parker X TJL
Horatio Parker X X oCm
Francis Parkman X X o
ILouis Pasteur X X X o
Francis Pastorius X -A. 2
Leo Pasvolsky X 1
v7m. Patterson X 1
Gen. Patterson X X 2
Prince Paul (Yug.)- X 1
Gen. John B. Payne X X X
tJohn H. Payne X X
George Peabody X 1
Charles W. Peale X 1
Rembrandt Peale X 1
Capt. Pearson X 1
Rear Adm. Robert E.
Peary X 1









A B c D E p G H Texts
Dom Pedro II X 1
Pemberton X 1
Admiral Perm X 1
John Perm X 1
-Villi am Perm X X X X X X X X 8
Col. Pepperrell X 1
Pedro de Peralta X 1
Capt. John Percy X 1
Frances Perkins X 1
Mary Perkins X 1
Thomas Perkins X X 2
Juan Peron X 1
Oliver H. Perry X X X X X X X X 8
Matthew C. Perry X X X X X X co
Gen. John J,












Petrarch X X 2
E. V/. Pettygrove X 1
Philip II (Spain) X X X 3
jVendell Phillips X 1
Sir Wm. Phips X 1





Andrew Pickens X X X
Capt. Pickens X X X X
Gen. George E.
Pickett X X 2
Mary Pickford X 1
8Prsnklin Pierce X X X X X X X X
John Pierce X 1
1Amos Pinchot X
Gifford Pinchot X X 2
7Zebulon Pike X X X X X X X





PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person B
Textbooks













































X X X X X X o
X 1
X X X X X X X X 8
X 1
X X X X A*t
X X X <zo
X X X X X X X X oo
X 1
X X X X X X X X Qo
X 1X
X X X *zo
1X





















X X X X 4
X 1
X 1
X X X X X X X X 8
X 1




PEO PL3 MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B c D E p G H Texts
Esther Reed X 1
Justice Reed X 1
Maj • Walter Reed X X X 3
Com. Albert C. Reid X X 2
Paul Revere X X X X X X X 7
Ribault X 1
'Thomas D. Rice X 1
Linda Richards X 1
Jacob Riis X X 2
James IV. Riley X X X X 4
Psul Robeson X 1
James Robertson X X X X 4
John Robertson X X 2
John Robinson X 1
Sen. Robinson X 1
Count Rochambeau X 1
John D. Rockefeller X X X X X X X X 8
John D. Rockefeller,
Jr. X 1
Nelson Rockefeller X 1
Lord Rockingham X 1
Admiral Rodney X 1
Caesar Rodney X 1




Ole Rolvaag X 1
Gen. Erwin Rommel X X X 3
Franklin D.
8Roosevelt X X X X X X X X
Nicholas Rossevelt X 1
Theodore Roosevelt X X X X X X X X 8
Elihu Root X 1
Gen. W. S.
Rosecrans X 1
Julius Rosenwald X 1
Betsy Ross X 1
George Ross X X 2
Manuel Roxas X 1
Rubruquis X 1
Jsmes Rumsey X X 2
rr
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B c
Textbooks
D E p G H
Total
Texts
Benjamin Rush X 1
Charles Russell X 1
John Rust X 1
Mack Rust X 1
Edward Rutledge X 1
John Rutledge X 1
Sacaj awe
a
X X X X X 5
Catherine Sager X 1




Gaudens X X X X X 5
Abbe Saint- Pierre X 1
-jr 1
x x 2
Adm. W. T. Samoson X X X X 4
Carl Sandburs X X X 3
George Sanders X X 2
Thomas Sanders X X 2
Earl of Sandwich x 1
Jose of San Martin x X X 3
Gen. A. L. Santa
4Anna X X X X
John S. Sarsent X X 2
Andrea del Sarto X 1
Win. Saunders X 1
U Saw X 1
Charles M. Schwab X 1
Rear Adm. W. S.
Schley X X X 3
Gen. Philip Schuyler X X X X X 5
Lewis Schwellenbach X 1
Dred Scott X X X X X X X X 8
T. A. Scott X 1
Gen. tfinfield Scott X X X X X X X X 8
Schubert Brothers X 1
Carl Schurz X x X X 4
Haile Selassie X 1
George B. Selden X X 2
Adm. Raphael Semmes X 1

TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person ABCDEFGH Texts
Fr. N. J. Junipero
Serra - x x x 3
John Sevier x x x x 4
Wei . H. Seward xxxxxxxx 8
Samuel Sewell x 1
Horatio Seymour x 1
Root. Shackleton x 1
Gen. iff. R. Shafter x x x x 4
Wm. Shakespeare x x 2
Christopher L.
Shaler x 1
Anna H. Shaw x x 2
Capt. Samuel Shaw x x 2
Daniel Shays x x x x x 5
Cyrus Shepherd x 1
Gen. Philip H.
Sheridan x x x x 4
Rep. Sherman x 1
John Sherman x 1
Roger Sherman xxxxxxxx 8
Gen . 'Mm . T. Sherman xxxxxxxx 8
Robert Sherwood x 1
Peggy Shipoen x 1
Capt. Henry M.
Shreve x x 2
Samuel Shute x 1
Capt, Sigsbee* x 1
Ivor Sikorsky x |
Benjamin Silliman x ]
Admiral ». S. Sims x x x x 4
I. M. Singer x x 2
John F. Slater x 1
Samuel Slater xxxxxxxx
John Slidell x x 2
Commodore John D.
Sloat x x x \
Alfred E. Smith x x x x x x b
James Smith x £
Capt . John Smith xxxxxxxx 8
JoseDh Smith x x x x 4
r
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
l exu DOOKS i o ..ai
i\aint/ ui r oi son Afi Li U Hi r ri pr 1 OXU S
llicODalU ofll-L I'll X 1
oir lnonir: s oitii un X 1
«j oiui oxnxusi u X 1
A ^PlVlf>"l ATIH. • rl • iJUuUXCv -A. T1
T-Tn rin n Vi Q ^ "1 ttndlilldil OUlCj -A. 11
i»ir» boiey X 1
ooong oisiers X 1
T V> yi "P ^A/^nao
eJ Uliii ir • OUUBa Y O<o
rauj. n • opaaK Y 1X
nH/iiaru. jj • oppignu Y-A. 1
ur • opau.iu.ing X T1




pprTi Arim RovmnnrliiCcX .rt.vXUJ.« (lajiuUUU
O Ui UdllOC Y
o quaxi oo YjV Y YA
vjrtJIloiciX O U • vleU t3 1-L
Obi U^Illo -A. 1
flOri Q 4- T Arprt-ptjrtJll* o U • Lcgci -A- Y Y-A. 4
ciosepn juaim A Y-A. Y-A. Y 4
Lawrence otainngs X X
Miles obancLisn X X -y-A. Y A*±
Lei ana obaniora. X "V" YX X Y YA
otamey tsroiners Y-A. "1X
IF. a • oc t1 . •
ozaniey
;
i*t n v-\ T Q 4- n r» +• r\V<^QWin Li • o u8ilLOXl Y Y 2
Y
-A. 2
Lucretia Stanton X 1
Col. John Stark X X X 3
Ellen G. Starr X 1
John Steele X 1
Stefsnson X 1
Lincoln Steffens X X 2
Charles Steinrrietz X 1
Alexander H.
Stephens X X X X 4
George Stephenson X X X X X 5
Edward Stettinius X X X 3
John Stevens X 1
r«
TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Totsl
Name of Person ABCDEFGH Texts
Thaddeus Stevens x x x x 4
Uriah Stevens x x 2
Gen. Joseph
Stilwell x 1
Henry L. St imp son x x x 3
Richard Stockton x 1
Leopold Stokowski x 1
Thomas Stone x 1
Harriet B. Stowe x x x x x 5
Clarence Streit x 1
Gustave Stresemann x 1
Stringfellow x 1
Gilbert Stuart x x x x 4
James Stuart x 1
Charles W. Styles x 1
Gen. Antonio J.
Sucre x 1
Gen. John Sullivan x 1
Thomas Sully x x x 3
Charles H. Sumner x 1
Capt. Thomas
Sumpter x x x x x x
John A. Sutter x x x x x 5
Admiral Suzuki x 1
Sec. Swanson x 1
Gustevus F. Swift x 1
Lorado Taft x 1
William H. Taft xxxxxxxx 8
Silas Talbot x 1
James Tallmadge x 1
Jesse B. Talon x 1
Roger B. Taney x 1
Booth Tarkington x x 2
E. H. Taylor x 1
George Taylor x 1
Zachary Taylor xxxxxxxx 8
Tecumseh x xxxxxx 7
Nikolai Tesla x 1
Gen. G. H. Thomas x 1






PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B C D E F G H Texts
Charles Thompson X 1
David Thompson X 1
Maurice Thompson X 1
Sir Wm. Thompson X 1
Henry Thoreau X 1
Matthew Thornton X 1
Samuel B. Tilden X 1
Gen. Tito X 1
Hideki To jo X 1
Henri de Tonty X 1
Gen. Toral X 1
Toscanelli X X 2
Arturo Toscanini X X 2
Charles Townshend X X 2
Win. B. Travis X X XXX 5
Richard Trevithick X X 2
Trotsky X 1
J. T. Trowbridge X 1
Harry S. Truman XXX X 4
John Trumbull X 1
Gen. B. Tupper X 1
The Turk X 1
Nat Turner X X X X X X 6
Chief Little Turtle X X X 3
Wm. D. Tweed X X X X X X 6
John Tyler X X X X X X X X 8
ffllliam U'Ren X 1
Carbeza de Vaca X 1
Alfred Vail X X X 3
Gen. Valeriano X 1
1.. art in Van Buren X X X X X X X X Qo
Lt. Geo. Vancouver X X 2
Cornelius
Vanderbilt X X X X 4
John Vanderlyn X 1





* de Verrazzano X X X X X 5
c
4TABLE I (Continued)
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Textbooks Total
Name of Person A B C D S F G H Texts
Amerigo Vespucci X X X 3
King Victor
Emmanuel X 1
-,ueen Victoria X X 2
Francisco Villa X X X X 4
Leonardo da Vinci X X 2
Vizcaino X 1
Volta X 1
Von Kindenburg X 1
Von Rundstedt X 1
Getulio Vargas X 1
Baron Von Steuben X X X X X X X 7
Gen. Jonathan
Wainwright X X X 3
Lillian Ifaid X 1
Robert J. Walker X 1
Henry A. Wallace X X X X 4
Gen. Lew 7/all ace X X X 3
Thomas J. Walsh X 1
Gen. Walton X 1
John Aannamaker X 1
Com. Warren X X X 3
Booker T,
Washington X X X X 4




ilkanah )(?tson X 1
Thomas A. Watson X 1





Anthony Wayne X X X X X
James B. Weaver X X 2
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X X X 3
X X X 3








X X X X X X 6
X X 2
X X X X X o
X 1
X X X X X X X X 8







X X X X X X 6
X 1
X X X X 4












PEOPLE MENTIONED IN EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTS
Name of Person A B
Textbooks
C D E P G H
Total
Texts
James ,/ilson X X X 3
William D. Wilson X 1
Hoodrow Hi 1 son X X X X X X X X 8
John .-Vinthrop X X X X 4
Margaret ./inthrop X 1
Alexander Winton X X 2
John Witherspoon X 1
Oliver .Volcott X 1
Gen. James Wolfe X X X X X 5
Grant Wood X X 2
Jethro Wood X X 2
Col, Leonard Wood X X X X X 5
Sec. Woodin ' X 1
John Woodruf X 1
woodward X 1
Col. John E. Wool X 1
tfm. ./ordsworth X 1
Carlton H. -Vright X 1
Frank L. Wright X 1
Crville Wright X X X X X X X X 8
.Vilbur ./right X X X X X X X X 8
George -.Jythe X 1
William L. Yancey X X 1
Dr. Sun Yat-sen X 1
Sir George Yeardley X X 2
Duke of York X X X X X X 6
Brigham Young X X X X 4
Owen D. Young




SUMMARY OP TABLE I
A total of 1,318 individuals are mentioned by the
eight Junior High American History Textbooks,
756 individuals are mentioned by one text.
170 individuals are mentioned by two texts.
98 individuals are mentioned by three texts.
69 individuals are mentioned by four texts.
48 individuals are mentioned by five texts.
40 individuals are mentioned by six texts.
19 individuals are mentioned by seven texts.

















Text E mentions the largest number of different indiv-
iduals. Text G- does the best job in delimitation, mentions
345, the smallest number of people mentioned.
The largest number of people, 756, are mentioned by
only one textbook. One hundred eighteen persons are men-
tioned by all of the eight Junior High American History
textbooks.
Total of 1,318 individuals mentioned by all of the
eight Junior High School American History textbooks.
I
TABLE I B
CLASSIFICATION OP THE 118 PERSONS FOUND IN ALL EIGHT JUNIOR
















The presidents of United States constitute the
largest group mentioned by all eight textbooks. Twenty-nine
presidents are mentioned by all of the texts. Explorers and
discoverers form the second largest group mentioned by all














TABLE I B (Continued)
CLASSIFICATION OP THE 118 PERSONS FOUND IN ALL EIGHT JUNIOR
HIGH AMEjOCAM HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
,while only sixteen statesmen are found in all eight textbooks.
Four colonial leaders of Americpn history are mentioned by
all of the texts. There are three "business men or leaders
in business, who are mentioned by all of the texts. Writers
and scientists are represented by two persons for each clas-
sification. Henry W. Longfellow is the only American writer,
who was mentioned by all of the texts. Samuel Gompers is the
labor leader who was considered worthy of mention by all texts.
Dred Scott is the only Negro mentioned by all of the text-
books. One woman, ^ueen Isabella, was mentioned by all of
the textbooks. No artists were mentioned by all textbooks.
c
TABLE I C
NATIONALITY REPRESENTED BY THE 118 PERSONS POUND I* ALL












« Larco Polo is classified as a European.
As might be expected, the nationality having the
largest representation is American. The British are in
second place. This might be due to the fact that the United
States fought two wars with England and was an ally of Great
Britain in the two World Wars. The Spanish and French rep-
resentatives are drawn from the early period of discovery
and exploration. Two Italians, Benito Mussolini, and William
Marconi are found in all textbooks. Adolf Hitler is the





TABLE I C (Continued)
NATIONALITY REPRESENTED BY THE 118 PERSONS POUND IN ALL
EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Erickson is the Norseman mentioned by all of the eight text
books. Ferdinand Magellan is the only Portugese mentioned
by all texts. Marco Polo is listed as an early European
writer by all texts.
cc
TABLES II-IX, a separate table for each text, illus-
trate how each text develops some of the individuals it
mentions under the following categories:
#1 represents personal characteristics mentioned,
#2 represents physical characteristics mentioned,
#3 represents pictures of individuals mentioned,
#4 represents direct quotations,
#5 represents opinions or comments of contemporaries
regarding the individuals mentioned.
The number of characteristics, pictures, quotations,
and comments or opinions, which the textbook employs is
listed for each individual.
<
TABLE II
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK A
mm mmName of Individual 1 d o A c
John Adams 1 1 1
oamuei Adams oc, Q
Ambrister 1
Roald Amundsen 1




















John Brown 8 2 1
...oses Brown





Srmuel de Champlain 2
J -r- 1 T—l \
King Charles I (^ng.) J.
1
2
King Charles II (Eng.)




Henry Clay 2 1Grover Cleveland 2 8 1 3Christopher Columbus 7
Capt. James Cook 1













DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK A
























































































DEVELOPilENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK A
—





Andrew Jackson 5 1 1
Stonewall Jackson ry3
John Jay 3
Thomas Jefferson 1 X 4
Primus Jenks iX
Louis Joliet 1
John Paul Jones 1 1X
Frank B. Kellogg X
Marquis de Lafayette OCi
Jean Lalitte X
Lieut. Lavack nx
Dr. Jesse Lazear x
Gen. rvobert; Lee 1X
iuerivj e uner Lewis






James Kadi son X iX 1X
Ferdinand Magellan oc.
William Marconi TX
Gen. Francis Marion nX
1JUFr. Jacques Marquette p
Gyrus McCormick TX
Donald McKay 2




Samuel F. B. Morse 1
John Morton 1






DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK A
Name of Individual
•
1 2 3 4 5





Sir Walter Raleigh 5
Edmund Randolph 1
John Robinson 1
John D. Rockefeller 2 1




G-en. Philip Schuyler 1
Dred Scott 1
Fr. Junipero Serra 1
Samuel Shute 1
Samuel Slater 1





Peter Stuyvestant 5 1









George Washington 8 5
Anthony Wayne 2
Daniel Webster 2 1 1
Noah Webster 1
Gen. Valeriano Weyler 2
Fr. Andrew White 2
Eli Whitney 2 1
Capt. Wicker . 1
tfoodrow Wilson 1 1

TABLE II (Continued)
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK A














SUMMARY OP TABLE II









































Number of Persons Number of quotations
t T
< it
TABLE II A (Continued)









One hundred sixty- two persons are developed under
some of the five categories. Description of personal charac-
teristics is used most frequently. Opinions and comments by
contemporaries are used less frequently than any of the other
five categories.
The personal characteristics of 136 persons are
described.
The physical characteristics of 5 persons are
described.
Forty-two persons are pictured in the text.
Thirty- six persons are quoted in the text.



















































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK B
Lame of individual
ram s i
r>enj amm t1 ranKiin aD O QC>
Count de Front enac <a»O
Hamlin Gsrlend 1
William L. Garrison 2
Gen. Horatio Gates oc,
King George II (Eng.) oc.
King George V (Eng.) 1
Col. George 9ST. Goethals 2
Ulysses S. Grant 6 1 1
Greathouse 1
Nathan Hale 1 1
Alexander Hamilton 4 1
Warren G. Harding 2
Rutherford B. Hayes 3
Robert Hayne 1
Patrick Henry p 9 1JL
Hicata -L
Herbert Hoover ft nj.
Gen. Victoriano Kuerta o




Thnmc =t .Tpff ftr ^OTl 4 7 3
Andrew Johnson 4
Gen. Hugh Johnson 1
Sen. Johnson 1
Dr. Sheldon Johnson 2
Albert Johnston 1
John Paul Jones 1
Henry Knox 1
Robert La Follette 5
Franklin K. Lane 1
Laut 1
Gen. Charles E. Lee 2 3
Henry Lee 2
Major L' Enfant 1




























































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK B
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
George Washington 12 3 7 2
Daniel .nebster 2 1 1
Benjamin West 1
G-en. Valeriano Weyler 1
Roger Williams 1




SUMMARY 0? TABLE III


















































TABLE III A (Continued)
SUMMARY OF TABLE III
Number of
Number of Persons Comments or Opinions
2
I125
One hundred twenty-seven persons are developed under
some of the five categories. Description of personal charac-
teristics is used most frequently. Opinions snd comments by
contemporaries is used less frequently than any of the other
five categories.
The personal characteristics of 98 individuals are
described.
The physical characteristics of 10 people are
described.
Thirty-two persons are pictured in the text.
Twenty-nine persons are quoted in the text.





DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK C


















































































DEVELOPMENT 0? INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK C











King George III (Eng.)
Samuel Gompers







































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK C






















Capt. 0. H. Perry






























































DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK C

























































SUMMARY OF TABLE IV






























TABLE IV A (Continued)
SUMMARY OF TABLE IV
Number of




One hundred forty-four persons are developed under
some of the five categories. Description of personal charac-
teristics is used most frequently. Opinions and comments are
used less frequently than any of the other five categories.
The personal characteristics of 102 persons are
described.
The physical characteristics of 27 people are
described.
Fifty-two persons are pictured In the text.
Twenty- four persons are quoted in the text.




DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK D
Name of Individual 1 2.3 4 5
John Adams 1
John Q« Adams 1
Samuel Adams 1
Jane Addams 4 2 1
...arion Anderson 1
Susan B. Anthony 1
Roald Amundsen 1




Alexander G. Bell 1
Edward Bok 1
Daniel Boone 1








Jacques Cartier 1 1
George .7. Carver ±
Samuel de Champlain 1




Henry Rae Cloud 2
Christopher Columbus 2 1
Peter Cooper 1
John S. Copeley 2
2Hernanao Cortes 10 1
Charlotte Cushman 1
Rev, kanasseh Cutler 2
Jefferson Davis 1
Eugene V. Debs 1





DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK D
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4
Stephen A. Douglas 1 1









James A. Garfield 1
Lloyd G-eorge 1
Samuel Gompers 2 2
Charles Goodyear 1
Nathaniel G-^eene JL
A. A. Gromyko 1
2Alexander Hamilton 5 2 1
John Hancock 1






1Sam Houston 9 3
iill& s no\«e 1
Cordell Hull 1 1




1Andrew Johnson A 1
Louis Joliet 1
1Jaurez 1
Francis La Flesche 2
Robert La Follette 8 3 2 5
Robert La Salle 1 11 7Abraham Lincoln 6 1
Robert Livingston
1 1Henry C. Lodge 1
Huey P. Long 1
Louis XVI (Fr.) 1 1






DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUALS IK TEXTBOOK D







William McKinley 4 1
Yehudi Menuhin 1 1
Francisco de Miranda 1
John P. Morgan 1






Francis D. Pastorius 1 1
Leo Pasvolsky 1
Dom Pedro II 6




Gen. Rufus Putnam 2
Paul Robeson 1
John D. Rockefeller 3 £




Jose de San Martin *
Gen. Santa Anna 1
John 3. Sargent 7 1 1
Carl Schurz x 3









DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK D
Name of Inaividual 1 2 3 4 5
Uriah Stevens 1
ffilllam H. Taft 5 1 1
Jean B. Talon 2
Nikolai Tesla 1
David Thompson 2
Gen. Ben. Tupper 2
Boss William Tweed 1 1
C-etulio Vargas 1
Booker T. Washington 1 1
G-eorge Washington 7 1 2 4 4




James M. Whistler 1
Daniel H. Williams 1
Roger ..illiams 1






SuTvJvIARY OP TABLE V
































TABLE V A (Continued)
SUMMARY OF TABLE V


















One hundred forty persons are developed under the
five categories. Description of personal characteristics is
used most frequently. Comments or opinions are used less
frequently than any of the other five categories.
The personal characteristics of 107 persons are
described.
The physical characteristics of 21 persons are
described.
•
Seventy- seven persons are pictured in the text.
Twenty-eight persons are quoted in the text.
Opinions or comments regarding 16 persons are used.
( i
TABLE VI
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK E
























































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK E
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Alexander Hamilton 1 3 1
John Hancock 2 1
Warren 0. Harding 1
Benjamin Harrison 1
./illiam H. Harrison 1 1
Rutherford B. Hayes 3 1
Elwood Haynes 1
Patrick Henry 2 1
Emperor Hirohito 2
Herbert Hoover 2 1
Sam Houston 1 1
Cordell Hull 1











John Paul Jones 1
Juarez 1
Augutin P. Justo 1
Francis S. Key 1
William Kelley 1
Frank B. Kellogg 1





Robert La Salle 2
Gen. Charles Lee 1 1
Robert E. Lee 2
John L. Lewis 1
^ueen Liliuokani 1 3Abraham Lincoln 7 1
1Robert Lincoln
Thomas Lincoln
Charles A. Lindberg 3 1
Robert Livingston







DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK E
Name of Individual 12 3 4 5
Mrs. James Madison 2 1
Francis Marion 1
Fr. Jacques Marquette 1 1
Cotton Mather 1
Archduke Maximilian 2
Douglas McArthur 1 1
George McClellan 1 1
.Villiam McKinley 1
James Monroe 1 1
Robert Morris 1
Dwight Morrow 2
Samuel F. Morse 1
F. H. Newell 1
James Oglethorpe 2
Vittorio Orlando 1
James Otis 1 1
Louis Pasteur !
William Penn 2 1
Juan Peron 1 ^
Oliver H. Perry 1 1
Franklin Pierce j
James K. Polk 1 j
Terence V. Pov/derly 1 1
Sir George Prevost 1




Theodore Roosevelt I 2 1 1
Franklin D. Roosevelt 4
Winfield Scott 1
William H. Seward
John Sherman 1 1
Roger Sherman
John Smibert ~
Capt. John Smith 1 1
Paul H. Spaak








DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK
Name of Individual 12 3
Harriet B. Stowe 1
Villiam Tsft 1
Gov. Tarleton 2
Za chary Taylor 3 1
Samuel B. Tilden 2
Harry S. Truman 1
John Tyler 1
Martin Van Buren 1 1
Phillipe Bunau-Varilla 1
Francisco Villa 1
Leonardo da Vinci 1
3en. G. K. V/arren 1
George Washington 11 1 3
Mrs. George Washington 1
Daniel Webster 4
.Vendell Willkie 3 1
Frances ./illard 1






SUMMARY OP TABLE VI






































TABLE VI A (Continued)









One hundred thirty-eight persons are developed by the
text under the five categories. Description of personal
characteristics is used most frequently. Comments or opin-
ions are used less frequently than any of the other five
categories.
The personal characteristics of 87 persons are
aescrib-ed.
The physical characteristics of 15 persons are
described.
Eighty persons are pictured in the text.
Thirteen persons are quoted in the text.
























































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK F
...
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Ralph Emerson 3 1
Albert 3. Fall 1
Stephen C. Foster 1 1
Benjamin Franklin 8 4
John C. Fremont 1
Robert Fulton 1
James A. Garfield 1
William L. Garrison 1
S. A. Goodrich 1
Col. tfilliam C. Gorgas 1
U. S. Grant 1 1
Nathan Hale 7 1 1 2
Alexander Hamilton 1 1 1
Warren G. Harding 1 1
//illiam H. Harrison 2
Rutherford B. Hayes 1
Patrick Henry 1 1 2
Prince Henry (Portugal) 2
Hidalgo 2
Adolf Hitler 1 1
.Yinslow Homer 2 1
Herbert Hoover 1
Sam Houston 1 1 1
Sir William Howe 1
Lord Howe 3
.'/ashington Irving 1
Andrew Jackson 12 6 3 3 3
Thomas Jefferson 3 2 1
Andrew Johnson 4 1
Chiang Kai-shek 1
Madame Chiang Kai-shek 1
Lord Kelvin 1
Fanny Kemble 1 2
John R. Kissinger 3 1
Dr. Jesse Lazear 5 1
Gen. Charles Lee 2
Richard H. Lee 1 1
































































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK P
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Carl Sandburg










































































































Number of Persons Number of Pictures

TABLE VII A (Continued)
SUMMARY OP TABLE VII




















One hundred fifty-three persons are developed by the
text under the five categories. Description of personal
characteristics is used most frequently. Comments or opin-
ions are used less frequently than any of the five other
categories.
The personal characteristics of 108 oersons are
described.
The physical characteristics of 39 persons are
described.
Forty-seven persons are pictured in the text.
Thirty- three persons are quoted in the text.




DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK G
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
John Adams 3 2
Samuel Adams 3
Jane Addams 2
John P. Altgeld 1
Fisher Arr.es 1 ±
Richard Arkv/right ±
Benedict Arnold 1
Chester A. Arthur 1




Baron de Bastrop 1
Gen. Pierre Beauregard 1
Alexander G. Bell 1 o2 O
Daniel Boone 4 4 1
John tf. Booth 1
James Buchanan nX




JVilliam J. Bryan 2
Lord Bryce o
John C. Calhoun tX
Andrew Carnegie 7I Oo 1 2
Jacques Cartier p
Samuel de Chai-plain 1
George R. Clark 3 1
Henry Clay 2 1
1Clemenceau
Samuel Clemens 5
Gov. Dewitt Clinton 3 1
William F. Cody 1
Christopher Columbus 3 1 3
Calvin Coolidge 2 1
Francisco Coronado 1
Hernando Cortes 1
Jefferson Davis 2 2





DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK G
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Dorothea Dix






























































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK G
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Thomas Jefferson 19 6 9 9
Andrew Johnson 1
Gen. Albert S. Johnston 1
Gen. Joseph E. Johnston 1
John Paul Jones 3
Francis S. Key 1 1 1
Rudyard Kipling 1
Gen. Henry Knox 3 1
Robert Koch 1
Alfred M. Landon 2
Sidney Lanier 1
Robert La Salle 1
Richard H. Lee 1
Robert E. Lee 1 1
Anthony Leeuwenhoek 1 1
Meriwether Lewis 1 3
Abraham Lincoln
Jenny Lind 1 1
Robert Livingston 1
Henry W. Longfellow 1
James Madison 1 1 1 1
Ferdinand Magellan 1
Horace Mann 2 1
'William Marconi 2 1 1
Francis Marion ±
John Marshall 2 2 1 1George Mason
Douglas McArthur 1
Gen. George B. McGlellan 1 1Gyrus McCormick
Gen. Irwin McDowell 1
William McKinley 1
Gen. George E. Meade 1 1
James Monroe 2 1
Gouverneur Morris
2 2 1Samuel B. Morse
Benito Mussolini 3 1





DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK G
Nnmp. nf Tnti t vi fin a 1 X A
Louis Pp steur 1
Vi 111 q tti PprmII 1 J—L J- dill X vllil 1X X
11
.TnTrn Pi ptpao vyxxxx X 1 w X V»/ V-/ 1JL
^"PpnlrT i "n Pi p"pf*A
- X Ci-Ll-vJ Lii X J- X 1X
Willinm PittJ " 1111 CLlll X 1 U U 1
Pa r» q V» Q fit* <3X U v dllc.ll OA O 1X X
Jflnie s K m Polk*U CX ill O 1 V 9 X -X. XV 1
(renPfe M« PiilTmnnV_i wW X f^j W Iri • X L4. JL —i- XLIO-X X 1JL
JL
u vll a iiUX Uu I U OxxclXIl X
^kxiUU-llCx XlcilXLxUX UX± 1X
V q T fc at* R a pH 1X X
JnmP^ vV . Ri 1o diiiw o ii • u xv v X
U VJiiiJ. XX • .IVu i\w X O J L X O
T^t*
p
n IrT t n D« Rnn^ftvftl t,XX . 1 1.IV JL JL XX J ' • 1 lu w fcj NX V vX L> o 2
x I1CUU.U1 <3 uUUSCVCi X X
LrtSIl* ./ • o» nOooOx alio X
iX
\J c x JL Odl X»XUU! ^ X
ftPA "P CTP ^QTlH PT»QvJTCvJl O di lv-LC/X £3 1X X
O a :..vJ o C L> 1X
A dm. RnrVhoftT SprrrmP. <3 1JL
itlxllaili JXlaaCoUCdX C 1X
IlUKCi kJXlC/i. XiXclXX X
U vll« )IXX1X ctXXl J- • OXXCX I lie: XX X
Rmi aT\ "Ho TX
w rr U 1/ • d UXXIX oXliX Uxx
Miles Standish 2
Peter Stuyvesant 2 1
Lorado Taft 1
William H. Taft 3 1
Booth Tarkington 1
Zachary Taylor 2 1 1
Tecumseh 1
Nilola Tesla
Gen. G. H. Thomas 1
Sir .'Villiam Thompson 2
Charles Townshend 2
Harry S. Truman 1

TABLE VIII (Continued)





Martin Van Buren 1 1
Baron Von Steuben 1
Lillian Wald 2 1 2
George Washington 10 1 9 7
Thomas A. .Vat son 1
Daniel Vv'ebster 1 1
George Westinghouse 1
Walt V/hitman 7 1 1
Eli i/hitney 1 1 2 2
John G. Whit tier 1 1 2
Roger Williams 5
Woodrow Wilson 2 1 2
Gen. James Wolfe 2
Orville Wright 1 1





SUMMARY OP TABLE VIII
































TABL2 VIII A (Continued)
SUMMARY OF TABLE VIII














One hundred sixty-three persons are developed by the
text under the five categories. Descriptions of personal
characteristics are used most frequently. Comments and
opinions are used less frequently than any of the other five
categories.
The personal characteristics of 104 persons are
described.
The physical characteristics of 27 persons are
described.
Seventy-seven persons are pictured in the text.




DEVELOPMENT OP INDIVIDUAL IN TEXTBOOK H
.
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Edwin Abbey 1
Chp.rles P. Adams 1
John Adams 2




Ethan Allen 2 1 1
Lord Jeffrey Amherst 1
Major Andre 1
Edmund Andros 5
Suspn B. Anthony 1
Gov. Argall 1
Chester A. Arthur 2 1




Alexander G. Bell 1
Henry Bessemer 1
J. ..ilkes Booth 1




William J. Bryan 1
William C. Br:/ant 1
Luther Burbank 1
Aaron Burr 1
John C . Calhoun 2 2 1
Daniel Callaghan 1
Andrew Carnegie 2 1 1
Pres. Carranza 1 1
Jacques Cartier 1
George W. Carver 1
Winston Churchill 6 1 3
George Rogers Clark 2 1

































Citizen Edmund Genet .






























































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK H



























































































DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK H
Name of Individual 1 2 3 4 5
John L. Lewis 1
Meriwether Lewis 1
Abraham Lincoln 6 2 3 2 1
Robert Livingston 1
Henry W. Longfellow 2
James R. Lov/ell 1




Fr. Jacques Marquette 1 1
Archduke Maximilian 1
William G. McAdoo 1
Douglas McArthur 3 2 1
Gen. George B. McGlellan 4 1
Likhailovich 1
James Monroe 1 1
Robert Morris 1
Gen. 3ernard Montgomery 4
Benito Mussolini 2 1
Napoleon 1 1
Jawaharlal Nehru 1
Adm. Chester W. Nimitz 2 oc.
±Adm. Nomura
James Oglethorpe 2
Thomas M. Osborne 1
James Otis 1
William Perm o p 1JL
Frances Perkins 1
Matthew Perry 1 1 1





Major John ./. Powell 1 1
Col. Prescott 1
Quisling 1





DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN TEXTBOOK H









































































































































TABLE IX A (Continued)









One hundred ninety-nine persons v/ere developed under
some of the five categories. Descriptions of personal char-
acteristics are used most frequently. Comments and opinions
by contemporaries are used less frequently than any of the
other five categories.
The personal characteristics of 127 persons are
described.
The physical chsracteristics of 31 persons are
described.
Eighty-two persons ere pictured in the text.
Thirty-one persons are quoted in the text.




SUMMARY OF FINDINGS IN TABLES II- IX




12 3 4 5
A 162 156 5 42 56 4
B 127 98 10 52 29 2
C 144 102 27 52 24 4
D 140 107 21 77 28 16
E 158 87 15 80 15 10
F 153 108 59 47 55 15
G 165 104 27 77 41 17
H 199 127 51 82 51 12
Textbook H develops the largest number of persons
under the five classifications. Whereas Textbooks B and E
do the best job of delimitation. The average rank of each
text under the five classifications will be found in the
following table.
All eight textbooks used descriptions of personal
characteristics more often than any other cptegory, pictures
as second means, and comments of contemporaries least often
to reoresent the individuals mentioned as vital personalities.
(
TABLE X A
AVERAGE RANK OF TEXTS ON FIVE CLASSIFICATIONS
Textbook 1
Classifications
2 3 4 5 Average
A 1 7 6 2 6.5 4.5
B 7 6 7 5 7 6.4
C 6 3.5 4 7 6.5 5.4
D 4 4 3.5 6 2 3.9
E 8 5 2 8 5 5 • 6
F 3 1 5 3 3 3.0
G 5 3.5 3.5 1 1 2.9
H 2 2 1 4 4 2.6
If some descriptions of personal and physical charac-
teristics, direct quotations, and comments of his contempora-
ries help the young reader to understand a historical person-
age better, it apoears from the above summary that Textbook
H has done the best job in these regards, and Textbooks B and
S best successful delimitation. Textbook G is the only text
to rank first in as many as two of the categories. No

attempt has been made to determine which of these categories
is more important than another in bringing better under-
standing of an individual.
r
The Committee on American History in .jchools and
9/Colleges— hps selected thirty individuals for special study
and consideration in the Junior High American History course.
The following persons are listed as representative people
deserving special attention and emphasis:
Samuel Adams Elias Howe
John J. As tor Andrew Jackson
Clara Barton Thomas Jefferson
<
Alexander Bell John Paul Jones
Jefferson Davis Robert E. Lee
Thomas Edison Abraham Lincoln
Cyrus W. Field Henry W. Longfellow
Henry Ford Cyrus l.icCormick
Robert Fulton Samuel Morse
Charles Goodyear Thomas Paine
Ulysses Grant Samuel Slater
Nathan Hale George Washington
Alexander Hamilton Eli vVhitney
Patrick Henry Orville Wright
James J. Hill Wilbur Wright
To avoid needless repetition, The Committee on
American History in Schools and Colleges10/ has recommended
separate lists for the junior high and middle grades. The
following Tables XI through XVIII, a separate list for each
text show how each text develops the thirty selected individ-
uals under the five classifications, personal characteristics,
physical characteristics, pictures, quotations, and comments
or opinions of contemporaries.
9. Committee on American History in Schools and
Colleges. American History in Schools end Colleges . New
York, Macmillan 1944. Page 78




TREATMENT GIVEN THIRTY SELECTED INDIVIDUALS IN TEXT A
Name or Person 1 2 3 4 5
Samuel Adams 2 2
John J. Astor
uiara yaroon
in.iexana.er u» ben 1 1
Jefferson Davis 1
Thomas A. Edison 1




Ulysses S. Grant 6 1
Nathan Hale 1 1 1




Andrew Jackson O 1 1
Thomas Jeiierson 1 1 4 1
John Paul Jones 1
Kooert Hi. Lee 3 1
Abraham Lincoln 15 4 1 3
nenr^ , Longi enow 3
Cyrus McCormick 1
Samuel F. B. Morse 1
Thomas Paine
Samuel Slater 1




Textbook A describes the personal characteristics Of
twenty of the above listed individuals.
•
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,




Textbook A describes one person as to physical
appearance.
Textbook A pictures eleven of the individuals listed
above.
Textbook A quotes nine of these individuals.



















































Textbook B describes the personal characteristics of
eleven people listed above.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges.
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
Macmillan, 1944, page 78.

Textbook B describes the ohysicpl appearance of one
individual listed above.
Textbook B pictures five of the people listed above.
Textbook B quotes seven of the people listed above.
Textbook B uses no comments or opinions of contempor
ries regarding the people listed above.
fI
TABLE XIII



























































Textbook C describes the personal characteristics of
twelve individuals listed above.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
Macmillan, 1944, page 78.

Textbook C describes eight persons as to physical
apoearance listed above.
Textbook C pictures eleven individuals listed above.
Textbook C quotes six of the persons listed above.
Textbook G uses no comments or opinions of contempor





TREATMENT GIVEN THIRTY SELECTED INDIVIDUALS IN TEXT D
=
















Alexander Hamilton 5 o<s 1
Patrick Henry
James J. Hill
Eli as Howe 1
Andrew Jackson
Thomas Jefferson 17 3 1
John Paul Jones
Robert E. Lee
Abraham Lincoln 6 1
Henry W. Longfellow
Cyrus McCormick 1
Samuel F. 3. Morse 2 1
Thomas Paine 2
Samuel Slater 1




Textbook D describes the personal characteristics of
fourteen of the individuals listed.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges.
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York
Macmillan, 1944, page 78.
I
Textbook D describes the physical appearance of three
individuals
.
Textbook D pictures seven of the individuals listed.
Textbook D quotes six of the listed individuals.




TREATMENT GIVEN THIRTY SELEGTED INDIVIDUALS IN TEXT E
Name or Person 1 O "Z










Ulysses S. Grant n1 1
Nathan Hale
Alexander Hamilton 1 3 1
Patrice Henry o2 1
James J. Hill
Eli as Howe
Andrew Jackson 1 A14 1
Thomas Jefferson 2 1 1
John Paul Jones 1
Robert S. Lee 2 1 1
Abraham Lincoln 7 1 3 1
Henry N. Longfellow
Cyrus McCormick
Samuel F. B. Morse 1
Thomas Paine
Samuel Slater




Textbook S describes the personal characteristics of
ten individuals listed.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges.
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
iuacmillan, 1944, page 78.

Textbook E describes three of the listed individual
as to physical appearance.
Textbook E pictures twelve of the listed individual
Textbook E quotes four of che listed individuals.




TREATMENT GIVEN THIRTY SELECTED INDIVIDUALS IN TEXT F




j onn «j • ASbor "1X
Lii£.ra Darton
Axexanaer ij. oeii X
Jefferson Davis X





Ulysses b. uranu "1JL TX
JNaonan naie •7 TX X p
Alexander Hamilton X X X
T — a — T TT -! T TJames J, Hill
n<lias Ho*e
Anure jacKson p. o
inomas jeiierson 7. p TX
John Paul Jones
Robert Hi. Lee X oc O
Abraham Lincoln 15 2 3 3 4




Sqrnuel Slpter 2 1




Textbook F describes oersonal characteri sties of ten
of the individuals.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges.
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
Macmillan, 1944, page 78.
ft
«
Textbook P describes eight as to physical appearance.
Textbook P pictures ten of them.
Textbook F quotes nine.












































































Textbook G describes seventeen personal characteris-
tics of individuals listed.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges.
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
Macmillan, 1944, page 78.
<C !
Textbook G describes physical appearance of six of the
listed persons.
Textbook G pictures nineteen of the individuals listed.
Textbook G quotes ten of the individuals listed.




TREATMENT GIVEN THIRTY SELECTED INDIVIDUALS IN TEXT H
Name of Person 1 od O 4 D
Samuel Adams 1
John J. Astor 1
Clara Barton ITo





Robert Fulton oC 1
Charles Goodyear
Ulysses S. Grant 2 1 2
Nathan Hale
8Alexander Hamilton 3
James J. Hill 1
Elias Howe
Andrew Jackson 1 1 1
Thomas Jefferson 3 4
John Paul Jones
2Robert E. Lee
1Abraham Lincoln 6 2 3 2









Textbook H describes personal characteristics of nine
individuals listed.
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges.
American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
ivlacmillen, 1944, page 78.
r (i
•
Textbook H describes the physical appearance of two
individuals.
Textbook H pictures nine of the listed individuals
in the text.
Textbook H quotes three of the listed individuals.
Textbook H uses no comments or opinions regarding
thres of the listed individuals.

TABLE XIX
SUMMARY OP TABLES XI-•XVIII
Textbook 1 2 3 4 5
A 20 1 11 9 2
B 11 1 5 7
.
-
C 12 8 11 6 -
D 14 3 7 6 3
E 10 3 12 4 2
F 10 8 10 9 2
G 17 6 19 10 2
H 9 2 9 3 2
Text A describes personal characteristics of the
largest number of indivitiuaIs.
Texts G and P describe the physical ppoearance of the
same number of people.
Text Gr pictures the largest number of r)eoole, and
also quotes the largest number of people
.





AVERAGE RANKING OF TEXTS ON TREATMENT OF
THIRTY SELECTED INDIVIDUALS
Classifications
Textbook 1 Q<C o 5 Average
A 1 D • O • O <i • 4.5 3.8
B 5 c; cO • O 7 O 5.5 5.2
C 4 ± . o o • o 5.5 5.8
D 3 o • o D ft . O 1 3.6
E 6.5 3.5 2 5 4.5 4.3
F 6.5 1.5 4 2.5 4.5 3.8
G 2 2 1 1 4.5 2.1
H 7 4 5 6 4.5 5.3
If some description of the personal and physical
characteristics, pictures, quotations, and comments of his
contemporaries contributes to a better understanding of
persons chosen as representative figures in American History,
then it appears that Text G has done the best job in these
regards. Text G is the only textbook which ranks first in





The eight junior high American History textbooks
mentioned a total of 1,318 different individuals. Of this
number 118 were mentioned by ell eight textbooks, whereas
756 individuals were mentioned "by only one of the textbooks.
There may be several reasons for the great number of differ-
ent individuals named. Four of the textbooks were published
in 1946, after the end of World War II. These books tend to
stress individuals who attained fame during the war years.
This factor may also account for the relatively small number
of names which are common to all of the books. The literary
history of America is considered at length by some authors,
while others give the literary development very little space.
Henry Iff* Longfellow is the only American author who is men-
tioned by all of the eight textbooks. In presenting Old
World, backgrounds, some historians tend to mention a few
names while others develop the historical sequence. The
tendency of some authors to treat the history of United
States as if it developed on a separate planet accounts for
the omission of leaders in European, Asiatic, and South
American countries. There are seven leaders from foreign
(
governments which are mentioned, by all of the texts. The
wide divergence of the author's philosophy of the presenta-
tion of history to junior high school readers is demonstrated
by the individuals mentioned. In one instance the authors
gave considerable space to contemporary leaders in the arts,
moving pictures, sports and public affairs. The importance
of the contributions of various immigrants was developed in
different ways by each text.
Twenty-nine presidents of the United States constitute
the largest group mentioned by all of the texts. One labor
leader, Samuel Gompers, and one Negro slave, Dred ;jCott,
formed the single entry in those classifications, which were
mentioned by all texts.
Of the 118 persons found in all eight texts, 83 were
Americans. Queen Isabella was the only woman mentioned by
all of the texts.
Textbook E mentions 461 different individuals, the
largest number mentioned. While Text G mentions 545 differ-
ent individuals, the smallest number mentioned.
The textbooks varied considerably in the amount of
emphasis given to the personalities of history. Description
of personal characteristics, however, was used by all eight
textbooks more than any other means to contribute to an
effective portrayal of the inaividuals as vital personalities.
(I
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Comments and opinions of contemporaries were used sparingly
by all textbooks, less frequently than any other means.
Pictures were used as second most important means of repre-
senting individuals mentioned as vital personalities. Five
texts used quotations as third moat important aid in charac-
ter presentation, while two texts used description of
physical characteristics as third means. Text H employed an
equal number of quotations and descriptions of physical
characteristics.
If some description of personal and physical charac-
teristics, direct quotations, pictures, and comments of his
contemporaries contribute to the understanding of a historical
personage, it appears from this study that Textbook H has
done the best job in these regards. While Textbooks 3 and E
have done the most successful delimitation. Textbook G is
the only text to rank first in as many as two of these
categories. Lower rankings on other categories placed it
second in average rank, however.
The thirty individuals suggested by the Committee on
American History in Schools and Colleges for special emphasis
in the junior high school were not given special emphasis in
any of the textbooks, with the exception of Vashington and
Lincoln who were featured extensively by all eight texts.
Text G is the text which does the best job in presenting
•<
personal characteristics, physical features, pictures, quo-
tations, comments and opinions regarding the selected
individuals. Text G is the only text to rank first in as
many as two of the categories.
Each of the eight textbooks does an excellent job in
presenting some historical figures and a lesser quality job
v-ith others. No one text would be able to adequately develop
all of the individuals presented in its pages.

Limitations of the Study
No attempt has been made to consider the events in an
individual's life or his accomplishments. These help in the
understanding of the individual, A man is often evaluated
in terms of his achievements.
No estimate has been made of the number of times a
single text employs the same descriptive words in describing
different individuals. A characteristic^ may lose its dis-
tinguishing quality if it is employed in the description of
many individuals.
The numoer of times each name is mentioned has not
been considered.
Consideration has not been given to the number of
important events with which each individual has been associ-
ated.
This study has not considered the influence of differ-
ent individuals on their own era and the development of the
nation as a whole.
No distinction has been made between desirable and
undesirable characteristics mentioned.
This study does not attempt to evaluate the biograph-
ical references given in each text.
r(
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Suggestions for further study
1. It might be interesting to see how many individuals from
other countries are mentioned in the texts.
2. The entire list of 1,318 names might be given to a group
of college history majors to see how many could be read-
ily identified by that group.
3. A comparison of the various qualities attributed to the
118 individuals common to all texts might be made.
4. A comprehensive study of the philosophy presented in the
quotations used might be undertaken.
5. It might be valuable to have eight groups, each using one
of the texts analyzed, list the characters in history
which appealed most to them.
6. An estimate of the number of events in which the individ-
uals listed participated might give more insight into
their characters.
7. An appraisal of the various descriptive terms used by




1. Since no one text can hope to excel in all respects, a
number of reference books should be made available to
the class,
2. The use of audiovisual aids, moving pictures, exhibits of
household furnishings, clothing, tools, newspapers, rec-
ords, pictures are helpful in presenting clearer ideas of
historical personalities and situations ana should supple-
ment the text.
3. Historical novels are an important aid in developing
interest and enthusiasm as well ^s understanding of his-
torical figures.
4. Students should have the opportunity to read some good
biographies of the various figures in history which
interest them.
5. Dramatic presentation of various historical events will
contribute to the understanding of the people who partic-
ipated in those events as well as to the importance of the
events themselves.
6. A number of excellent radio programs deal with personal-
ities in United States History. The time spent listening
to them would be profitably spent.
7. Scrapbooks of newspaper and magazine articles, which deal
with some of the personalities of American history night
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